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What is extended detection and response (XDR)?

that can be integrated with other security tools.

The definition varies depending on who you ask. Every

I expect that a unified definition will only be agreed

vendor in the XDR market segment has their own,

upon years from now, when a specific approach

usually based on the technologies they provided

proves to be more effective than others; in the

before deciding to work on an XDR solution. Potential

meantime, cybersecurity practitioners and decision-

buyers may have their own definition, influenced by

makers will have to do their research, ask vendors

their current needs and the technologies they use (or

(and peers) incisive questions, and carefully parse the

used to use).

answers.

Most often, XDR is thought of as evolved endpoint

Choosing the right XDR solution for your

detection and response (EDR) but covering more and

organization

diverse “endpoints” than before, or rebranded or
augmented security information and event

Swifter and more accurate threat detection and easier

management (SIEM).

and more effective investigation and response is
everybody’s desired result, but not every offering will

Still, there are XDR attributes most can agree on:

be a good fit for your organization.
Your final choice will depend on many factors: the size

● It’s cloud-native.

of your organization, the technologies already in use,

● Detection is based on the collection, normalization,

the organization’s security maturity and the maturity

correlation and analysis of endpoint/application/

of its SOC (do you even have one?), the skills of the

network/cloud logs and telemetry data.

cybersecurity operators already employed or your
organization’s ability to employ more of them, the

● Investigation and threat hunting capabilities are

budget at your disposal, and so on.

aided by AI-based security analytics and data
We hope that this report will serve as a good starting

correlation.

point for this research and will give you an idea of
● Response and remediation capabilities take

what you can expect from different XDR solutions and

advantage of automation.

vendors.

● All of it is available from a single, unified platform

Mirko Zorz, Editor in Chief, Help Net Security
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Fostering an open approach to XDR

Gorka Sadowski, Chief Strategy OFFicer, Exabeam

FOSTERING AN OPEN APPROACH
TO XDR
The XDR Alliance is a group of security and information
technology providers who have organized to help
customers more easily define, implement, and operate
effective threat detection, investigation, and response
(TDIR) programs and technology stacks.
Mirko Zorz, Editor in Chief, Help Net Security
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How does the XDR Alliance define
XDR?
At its core, extended detection and response
(XDR) is a set of technologies that help
organizations with different detection and
response needs. However, “investigation“ is
also a key part of the equation.

financial services vs. healthcare vs. retail - or
depending on the maturity of an
organization. There will be a different set of
use cases to consider for each.
The XDR Alliance aims to bring together all
types of organizations and cybersecurity and
IT teams, from different verticals, to
collaborate on building an XDR framework
that will make it easier for teams to protect
and secure their organizations from
adversarial behaviour.

There are three dimensions to the “X” which
stands for “extended” in XDR. First, it is about
detecting, investigating and responding to an
extended set of use cases that organizations
What was the main motivation
need to protect against. Second, it is the
behind the creation of the XDR
detection, investigation and response across
Alliance?
the extended technology
stack that organizations have
While the
The conception of the XDR
already deployed – email,
adversaries are
Alliance came from a
cloud, endpoint, network
organized, the
place of realizing that,
security, etc.
industry is
right now, SOCs are
fragmented at the
failing. Effective detection
Finally, the focus is on the full
moment
and
there
and response is difficult to
extended lifecycle, from
is
a
lack
of
achieve for a lot of
detection to response.
collaboration.
organizations, and the
However, investigation, or
current definition and
threat hunting, is an element
approach to XDR is confusing. If you ask 10
that is often overlooked when it comes to XDR
people to define XDR, you’ll get 11 different
technology. As a part of the XDR Alliance we
answers.
ensure there’s a home for it within our set of
best practices.
This is disconcerting for CISOs who are
responsible for providing threat detection,
Organizations need to be more proactive in
investigation and response in their
looking at their use cases and the scenarios
organizations. CISOs are confused and for
individual to their needs. They need to
good reason. No one agrees on what XDR is
understand the threat detection, investigation
and no best practices have emerged on how
and response (TDIR) required, whether this is
to best deliver it. Providing extended
in defense of compromised credentials,
detection and response requires many
rogue employees, malware or phishing
components working together. It’s like the
attacks. Once these use cases and scenarios
saying, “it takes a village”... so we thought,
are defined, it then becomes much easier for
why not get the village together to determine
an organization to navigate. These use cases
the best approach?
will depend on the nature of the business -
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At the heart of the XDR Alliance is education and awareness for
XDR best practices. We plan to publish case studies and content,
and host field events for vendors, customers and prospects. For
us, a big part of success is in education.
While the adversaries are organized, the
industry is fragmented at the moment and
there is a lack of collaboration.
The XDR Alliance brings together thought
leading vendors in cybersecurity to clean up
the industry disconnect, and also to create
opportunities to better educate the market
and build awareness around XDR. It’s also an
opportunity to bring together vendors in the

same space to collaborate and build better
solutions.

What is your main mission? What do
you plan to accomplish and how?
The main mission of the XDR Alliance is to
foster an open approach to XDR that enables
organizations everywhere to protect
themselves against the growing number of

The XDR three-tier model
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cyberattacks, breaches, and intrusions.
Ultimately, we want to help the end-user. I
put myself in the shoes of the CISO trying to
navigate their way through the disjointed
layers of security - that’s not a great place to
be right now. I think about what we can be
doing to help them and how we can make
their jobs - and lives - easier. The mission of
the alliance is about offering an XDR
definition and framework, and a collaborative
ecosystem of leading security and IT
providers who are committed to working
together to achieve the same goal: making it
easier for the end-users to protect their
organizations.

What vendors have joined so far and
what is each member bringing to the
table?
Each of the founding members represents a
key element in the XDR equation. Our
members all typically have something to do
with the technology stack that most
organizations have deployed, whether that’s
associated with endpoint security, cloud,
email, TDIR, network vendor or service
provider, for example. It is a set of thought-

leading organizations that believe XDR
should be open, inclusive and collaborative.
They bring two things to the table. First, they
are used as amazing sources of telemetry
and data, capable of generating raw logs all
the way to rich alerts. These data points are
critical for the detection, investigation and
response engine to perform high fidelity
detection, efficient investigation and decide
on response steps.
Second, the vendors and their solutions are
used to activate and implement the
“response” in XDR. In this case, they are also
used as control points to enforce the
decisions that the engine has made.

Do you plan to offer content and
education for infosec professionals
interested in XDR technology?
At the heart of the XDR Alliance is education
and awareness for XDR best practices. We
plan to publish case studies and content, and
host field events for vendors, customers and
prospects. For us, a big part of success is in
education.

Our vision is for the XDR Alliance to
become a standalone framework,
prevalent in the industry, and become
the centre of expertise for all-thingsXDR, and beyond that, all-things-threat
detection, investigation and response
(TDIR).
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We’ve recently hosted LinkedIn live sessions
with members of the alliance taking customer
problems and giving tangible examples on
how organizations can solve them. What is
truly great about the initiative is that every
vendor has good intentions, and there is a
common willingness to help each other and
build a better industry.
Everywhere you look right now is bad news,
so we are hoping that by banding together
we can help.

How do you expect XDR to evolve in
the near future?
We would like to see the XDR Alliance take
on a life of its own. Exabeam became the
driving force behind the alliance, but we’d like
to see it evolve to become more of a
distributed peer-to-peer organization.
We’d like to see the alliance become known
as the go-to for XDR best practice and for our
framework to become the norm, helping to
promote a high-level approach in XDR
excellence across the industry.

What do you see as the most
significant obstacles to XDR
adoption?
One of the most significant obstacles to XDR
adoption is vendor competition, and those
who prioritize competition over collaboration.
Now is the time for the vendor community to
come together and be collaborative on how to
take the industry forward. Unless we have an
XDR approach that is open, collaborative and
inclusive, the cyber space will fail.
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For XDR to succeed, we all need to
collaborate, become a collective voice of
reason, and put cooperation above
competition.

What's your vision for the XDR
Alliance five years from now?
Our vision is for the XDR Alliance to become
a standalone framework, prevalent in the
industry, and become the centre of expertise
for all-things-XDR, and beyond that, allthings-threat detection, investigation and
response (TDIR). One of the key components
that XDR is missing is “investigation”, but in
reality, investigation and security triage
accounts for an excessive amount of the
workload in the SOC. Investigation must
become a focal part of the equation.
To conclude, I want to thank all the inaugural
members of the alliance for their support and
collaboration. Your participation
demonstrates your thought leadership,
vision, and customer-first mindset, and I am
proud to count you as partners in helping
security operations teams improve threat
detection and response. Let’s collectively win
the battle against the adversaries. We are just
getting started.

Kognos XDR Hunter: Never hunt alone

Kognos XDR Hunter:
Never hunt alone
Zeljka Zorz, Managing Editor, Help Net Security

Cyber intruders are
becoming increasingly
brazen in their choice of
targets and no organization
seems to be spared.

Recent reports by Microsoft
and VMware Carbon Black
confirm what most security
professionals have already
realized: Cyber attack volume
and sophistication have been
on the rise, especially in the
last few years. The reasons for
this are many, but to
enterprise defenders
ultimately unimportant - they
have no option but to accept
the state of play and respond
to it.
9

The thing that matters to them
is what they can do to stop
their organization from being
victimized or to minimize the
fallout of successful intrusions.

Uncover attackers in your
company’s networks
Threat hunting's goal is to find
the threats in your enterprise
environment that have dodged
the security solutions you
already have in place.

Kognos XDR Hunter: Never hunt alone

According to the 2020
VMware Carbon Black Global
Threat Report, which is based
on the responses of 3,000+
IT leaders from 13 different
countries, 86% of the
respondents who engage in
threat hunting said it had
strengthened their company’s
defenses, and 36% said they
had found significant
evidence of malicious activity
thanks to their threat hunting
program.
"Many of the recent
successful cyber attacks
happening across the US
happened despite those
organizations having a variety
of security products in place
and employing skilled
defenders. It's becoming
obvious that, with the rising
attacker sophistication,
passive monitoring is not
enough, and companies
should think about doing
proactive threat hunting (if
they aren't doing it already),"
says Rakesh Nair, CEO of
Kognos, a California-based
startup that develops
cybersecurity industry’s first
autonomous XDR hunting
platform.
That's easier said than done,
though. Threat hunting takes
a lot of diverse skills and,
generally, a lot of time, which

Nothing out there can do what Kognos is
able to do: generate interactive stories
with extreme fidelity from a hunter’s
perspective.

is a precious commodity
that's usually in low supply in
overworked security teams.
The activity requires posing a
lot of questions, getting a lot
of answers, and having a way
to extract from those answers
enough relevant information
to create valuable context to
enable speedy mitigation.
Precisely because all of that,
autonomous threat hunting
has become Kognos's main
goal.
"Nothing out there can do
what Kognos is able to do:
generate interactive stories
with extreme fidelity from a
hunter’s perspective," Nair
notes.
"Starting with a hypothesis
and by asking all the relevant
questions on behalf of the
threat hunter, the system
traces the whole attack path in
real-time and tells the hunter
what really happened and
how, allowing security teams
to respond quickly and
drastically reduce attackers'
dwell time.”
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Figure 1 - Dashboard showing vital statistics

Figure 2 - Story summary showing multi machine attacker activity
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Figure 3 - Architecture showing how the system works

Kognos XDR Hunter
Kognos XDR Hunter uses its
Attack-Tracing AI engine to
solve several use cases. It can,
for example, help automate
alert investigations across any
source and automate incident
response. But first and
foremost, it’s a threat hunting
platform that "sits" on top of
an XDR engine.
It connects via APIs to your
existing telemetry sources:
your EDR solutions
(CrowdStrike, Carbon Black,
SentinelOne, Windows
Sysmon, Linux AuditD,
MacOS OpenBSM, etc.), NDR

solutions (Zeek, RSA
NetWitness, etc.), Splunk and
Elastic on the SIEM side, and
it can also pull security logs
from cloud services (AWS,
Azure, etc.).
Data from EDR solutions is
collected constantly, to create
and keep updated the
enterprise relationship graph
– an enterprise-wide view of
everything that is happening
within the enterprise,
including file manipulations,
registry access, process
creation, network connections,
and so on. What data Kognos
XDR Hunter pulls in addition
to that depends on the

questions it asks.
“Any application log, cloud
log, or network event that can
provide answers to the
questions that the AttackTracing AI engine asks, will be
pulled on demand from SIEM
and NDR sources to
accomplish this,” Nair
explains.
“The questions are extensible,
so if the customer has a
proprietary application (e.g., a
payment application), they
can add additional forensic
questions that will be asked if
an adversary seems to access
the payment server, to
23
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augment the stories with
additional answers.”
With Kognos, threat hunting
(and autonomous alert
investigation, and incident

response) is “point and click.”
“We provide a lot of 'seed'
hypotheses to start with and
threat hunters can also come
up with their own,” Nair notes.

Figure 4 - Story timeline showing attacker activity as a timeline

Since Kognos is used by many
MSSPs who employ experienced
threat hunters, they often share
interesting hunt hypotheses
with us.
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“Since Kognos is used by
many MSSPs who employ
experienced threat hunters,
they often share interesting
hunt hypotheses with us. We
then curate them and make

Kognos XDR Hunter: Never hunt alone

Figure 5 - Story command sequences showing command sequence executed by attacker

them available to the rest of
our customers. They see it in
their console, can download it
and immediately use it in
their environment.”
In short: Threat hunters tell
Kognos XDR Hunter what
they’re interested in
searching for, and it does all
the work: detects suspicious
behavior, uses the AttackTracing AI engine to ask
thousands of questions to
fully contextualize the attack
in minutes, and presents the
findings as complete attack
campaigns – not just a set of
alerts.

In addition to that, threat
hunters can schedule those
hunts to repeat hourly, daily,
or weekly. With Kognos doing
all the work, they can pretty
much investigate any
suspicious behavior, such as
living-off-the-land binary
usage, use of persistence
mechanisms or of lateral
movement tools.
Kognos also diminishes the
likelihood of threat hunters
ending up investigating a
false positive, Nair says,
because it generates the
complete context.

“Our analytics is very single
goal-oriented. The questions
the Attack-Tracing AI engine
asks are very specific, so the
system is not bubbling up all
anomalies – the right context
filters most of them out,” he
explains.

Who’s it for?
According to the SANS 2020
Threat Hunting Survey, 85%
of organizations have
recognized the value of threat
hunting and engage in it, but
only 37% have a formal
program and methodology
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Kognos XDR Hunter can be of help to
organizations of all sizes, but it will
really shine at mid-size organizations
with just one or two senior security
professionals who have enough
experience and knowledge – but not
enough time - to hunt for threats.

with assigned staff. 45% of
respondents run an ad hoc
hunting process, dependent
on their needs.
“Companies on the Fortune
100 list all do threat hunting.
One of the teams that I've
talked to told me they do
hunting a half a day every
week, and they are able to
surface more suspicious
activity than the entire week
of passive monitoring,” Nair
says.
“How many hunts is that
during that time frame, I
asked. 2 or 3 hunts per
person, they said. During the
same time, a threat hunter
can initiate 2,000 to 3,000
hunts via Kognos XDR Hunter,
and those are executed
autonomously by the
system.”
The resulting visual attack
storylines are prioritized, the
threat hunters can review
them and can either continue
15

refining the hunt hypotheses
or start mitigation and
remediation actions. Some of
the latter can be performed
from Kognos XDR Hunter.
“If you have an orchestration
tool, you've probably already
created some automation
playbooks. Since it's all APIdriven, we can add lightweight action scripts in the
environment and hook into
any of those systems. So, if
you have, for example, a
script to set up a firewall rule
or block any machine from
accessing a domain, you can
trigger it from the UI,” he
explains.
Kognos XDR Hunter can be of
help to organizations of all
sizes, but it will really shine at
mid-size organizations with
just one or two senior security
professionals who have
enough experience and
knowledge – but not enough
time - to hunt for threats. It
will effectively allow them to

establish a threat hunting
function without having to
invest in extending their
teams.
Kognos XDR Hunter (and,
indeed, the entire Kognos
XDR Automation Suite) is also
a great tool for MSSPs, who
are increasingly being asked
by customers about the
possibility of conducting
threat hunting in their
environment.
“We’re very flexible when it
comes to deployment. We
have a SaaS offering, but we
can also deploy the software
in customers’ data centers or
their cloud environments.
Provisioning and deployment
can be done in less than 15
minutes, with preinvestigated stories forming
within 30 minutes,” Nair
concludes.

Review: ReliaQuest GreyMatter

Review:
ReliaQuest
GreyMatter
Hrvoje Martincic, Senior IT Consultant
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XDR stands for extended (or
cross platform) detection and
response. The purpose of XDR
solutions is to integrate
disparate security tools
across the enterprise
technology stack to deliver a
single, complete view of
potential threats in the
enterprise’s digital
environment, as well as a
single console from which
they can be investigated and
acted on.
XDR solutions can be native
(incorporating first and
foremost that vendor’s
security solutions) and open
(vendor-agnostic).

ReliaQuest GreyMatter
ReliaQuest GreyMatter is
Open XDR-as-a-Service,
delivering integration across
tools from many different
vendors and acting as an
integration hub for security
analytics and operations.
GreyMatter integrates with

over 60 different
technologies (anti-virus,
cloud, firewall, EDR, SIEM)
and has a team of dedicated
engineers who are
continuously curating these
integrations and adding
others, as well as building
additional content for threat
detection, data normalization,
automated response, and
investigation enrichment
plays and playbooks.
Integrations are powered by
open APIs and the Universal
Translator, a patented
integration engine /
translator layer that unifies
and normalizes data from and
queries directed to different
tools. The Universal Translator
allows analysts to use the
language with which they are
most comfortable to write
queries, and GreyMatter
“translates” those queries
automatically to the
integrated tools.

are on the Forbes Global
2000 list.

Home
When you open GreyMatter,
you are shown the
(simplified) Home screen by
default.
At the top you see how many
alerts and indicators of
compromise (IOCs) have
popped up in the last 24
hours and how many hunts
are active.
Technology Status - the heart
of GreyMatter - shows all the
third-party technologies /
solutions integrated with the
platform. A link to the
Resource Center is in the
bottom right corner of the
interface.

GreyMatter is used by around
300 customers, most of which
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Figure 1 - The simplified Home screen

Figure 2 - The Resource Center
provides a great
starting point
for learning how
to use and master
GreyMatter
18
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Intel
To make real time alerting
possible, GreyMatter puts
threat intelligence gathered
by ReliaQuest, its customers
and over 40 open source,
government, and commercial
feeds into context.

The data is collected, deduplicated, and prioritized by
severity, and made available
from GreyMatter’s Intel
screen. Here you can look
more closely at IP addresses,
domains, URLs, and hashes.

deliver the high-fidelity
threat intelligence back to the
customer’s technologies their EDR, SIEM platform,
email security gateways, or
their firewalls – to apply the
threat intelligence to improve
threat detection.

Secondly, GreyMatter can

Figure 3 - An overview of IOCs flagged in the last 7 days
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Figure 4 - Searching for events related to a specific domain

Figure 5 - A
deeper look
into an IOC
20
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Detect
The Detect screen has two
tabs: Overview and Rules.
The Overview tab shows the
rules that have been deployed
and their correlation to the
environment, as well as how
they map to the MITRE
ATT&CK framework or the
Cyber Kill Chain.

The Rules tab shows the list of
all available rules and their
status. This is where you can
discover more details about
each rule and see what it’s
looking for. You can also
change the logic to cover the
latest threats. 600+ rules are
currently available, and these
existing rules are constantly
being updated and new ones
added.

GreyMatter’s aim is to reduce
reaction time by using
different correlation rules and
if-then statements. Triggering
rules creates processed
information that’s used for
investigations or can be
delivered to the customer's
integrated solutions, for them
to act in their preferred
platform.

Figure 6 - A graphical overview of detection vectors
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Figure 7 - Detection rules with the additional info

Investigate
Any time a detection
rule is triggered, it
leads to an
investigation. On the
Investigate screen
you can see a highlevel summary of
what's happening
that day.

Figure 8 - The Investigate screen with additional information on alerts
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In the example pictured below,
the alert related to a
suspicious file download was
based on data retrieved from

Splunk, AWS, and Carbon
Black instances integrated
with GreyMatter. The platform
now allows the user (analyst)

to go through the collected
information and pinpoint the
root cause.

Figure 9 - Full overview of the alert
23
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There are many other options
and filters, but it’s virtually
impossible to delineate all
possibilities. Suffice to say
that users can correlate
everything and are limited
only by the connected
technologies.

Hunt
Effective threat hunting
depends on getting the right
data. GreyMatter comes with
pre-built hunt packages that
look for different types of
threats or cyber hygiene

Figure 10 - Active hunt campaigns
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issues that could lead to a
breach at some point.
Customers can use those to
check, for example, their
firewall or DNS cyber
hygiene, or to look at all the
traffic egressing the company
network through port 53 of
their firewall, or to see if there
are misconfigured systems
reaching out to nonauthoritative DNS servers,
and so on.
They can also create their own
hunts by using GreyMatter’s
Query Builder, which is part

of the solution’s Universal
Translator engine.
What happens in the backend
when you use the Query
Builder? GreyMatter will
break all queries into smaller
queries and deliver them to
the various integrated tools,
then collect the data from
them and deliver them to the
analysts in the form a single
data set, with
recommendations for how to
action hunt findings.

Review: ReliaQuest GreyMatter

Figure 11 - Pre-built hunt packages

Figure 12 - Choose a pre-built
hunt package or
create build a custom
hunt campaign
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Figure 13 - The Query Builder

Automate
GreyMatter makes automated
hunts possible via curated
playbooks. New playbooks
are released with each new
technology integration, and
GreyMatter provides
additional customization
options - playbooks can be
tuned and tweaked based on
customer's needs.
Playbooks can help analysts

26

understand if the company’s
IT controls are effective and if
the security technologies the
company has deployed really
do help defend against the
threats out there.
Customers can also install
agents on their Windows,
Linux, and Mac endpoints, and
use pre-built playbooks to
perform actions on them (e.g.,
search for evidence of lateral
movement, mass user delete

actions, and so on).
If a pre-built playbook
doesn’t cover their needs,
they can build their own. They
can also build a playbook
based on the latest “attack of
the day.” For example, they
can make it check for
password account guessing
via SMB, followed by admin
account manipulation. These
“new” playbooks can be saved
and executed at will.

Review: ReliaQuest GreyMatter

Figure 14 - Automation activity overview
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Figure 15 - Some of the prepared playbooks

Conclusion and verdict
Aggregating data across
different technologies is not a
new thing. What ReliaQuest
brings to the table is an
offering that shows an
overview of active risks/
threats and offers root cause
investigation and response
capabilities from the same
console. A unified point of
view beats checking and
correlating data from 10 or
28

more consoles: It’s faster,
easier and, consequently,
more economical.
The two features worth
highlighting are the Universal
Translator and the playbooks.
The Universal Translator is
amazing: it allows the system
to “talk” to any of the
integrated technologies and
removes the need for
analysts to learn different

query languages.
Playbooks combine the
experience gained by
ReliaQuest engineers while
collecting threats, identifying
threat “fingerprints” and
curating customer responses.
They can help customers
solve problems that they
didn’t realize they had and
can be made to cover any
situation imaginable.

Sophos is shaping the future of security

Sophos is shaping the future
of security
Cooperation and information sharing is crucial to information security.
You’ve heard this many, many times - from government and law
enforcement officials, information security luminaries, enterprise leaders,
infosec professionals, and academics - because it’s an incontestable truth:
we can’t protect everything that needs protecting by ourselves.
Zeljka Zorz, Managing Editor, Help Net Security
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Figure 1 - Sophos Central is a single cloud management solution across all Sophos next-gen technologies

Our information systems are interconnected
and part of a bigger ecosystem, and we must
cooperate to help boost the cybersecurity of
each element for the good of all, especially
because cyber attackers out there are
becoming increasingly sophisticated and are
more than willing to work together, as well.

How the Sophos adaptive cybersecurity
ecosystem advances the cybersecurity
industry
There are formal, sector-specific
collaboration initiatives out there, such as the
US DHS Cyber Information Sharing and
Collaboration Program, but there are also
projects such as the Sophos adaptive
cybersecurity ecosystem, an open security
platform that optimizes threat prevention,
detection and response and is constantly
learning based on the collective input of
Sophos products, partners, customers,
developers, and other security industry
vendors.

Sophos's security solutions are inherently
part of it, but third parties can also take
advantage of the ecosystem - even if they
don’t use the company’s products.
“We believe that having an open platform is
the only way to advance the industry and
improve defenses,” says Dan Schiappa, chief
product officer at Sophos.

"Our information systems
are interconnected and part
of a bigger ecosystem, and
we must cooperate to help
boost the cybersecurity of
each element for the good
of all."
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Figure 2 - Intercept X Advanced with XDR is built on top of the world’s best endpoint protection, including
ransomware specific protections

“Organizations need to have visibility into
their entire security IT ecosystem. So, we have
created a platform that allows for easy APIbased integration into our adaptive
cybersecurity ecosystem, so that third parties
– whether adjacent technology vendors or
competitors – can be integrated in the
ecosystem.”
Another way in which Sophos is driving the
entire cybersecurity industry forward is with
Sophos XDR, the industry’s only extended
detection and response (XDR) solution that
synchronizes native endpoint, server, firewall,
and email security.

Sophos XDR
XDR solutions are considered by many to be
the future of detection and response.

too much data and, as a result, they made it
very difficult for an analyst to make heads or
tails of it. Also, the correlation they used was
not AI-driven - it was more of a rules-based
model, and it made for a very noisy
environment. The promise of XDR is that with
the advent and maturation of artificial
intelligence, it allows us to collect the right
data and just the right data, and to use AI
models to make what we present to the
security analysts more actionable.”
Sophos XDR is built on the industry’s richest
dataset: its data lake stores critical
information from Intercept X, Intercept X for
Server, Sophos Firewall, and Sophos Email
(and, very soon, Cloud Optix and Sophos
Mobile).

“The promise of XDR is to be what SIEMs were
meant to be: a solution that will provide the
right amount of data and the right amount of
visibility to security operators, and that will
be able to detect issues rapidly and resolve
them quickly,” Schiappa opines.

Data is stored on devices for up to 90 days,
and cross-product data is stored in the
cloud-based data lake for up to 30 days. The
data lake creates the ability to get key
information from devices even when they’re
offline and combining cloud-based data lake
forensics with on-device data provides broad
and in-depth contextualized insights.

“SIEMs failed at that because they collected

Sophos XDR combines the AI-correlated and
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analyzed data with the knowledge and skills
of its own experts and customers (companies
and MSSPs) around the world, as well as the
capabilities of technology partners and
competitors in the security industry.
“We have a very advanced AI capability, and
the best AI team in the industry,” says
Schiappa.
“We apply AI not only to drive our
protections, but to also drive detections, case

management, and as much automation
into the system as possible. So, in some
cases, it helps identify higher risk and higher
threat cases to bring to the attention of the
operator. In other cases, it goes all the way to
executing the case management on behalf of
the operator. The system can learn from how
the operators do certain tasks and automate
those tasks based on AI. The things we learn
from those practitioners we build into our AI
model and create a kind of a virtuous cycle
that really benefits all of our customers.”

Figure 3 - Users can create their own custom queries or choose from hundreds of pre-written queries

"The system can learn from how the operators do
certain tasks and automate those tasks based on
AI. The things we learn from those practitioners
we build into our AI model and create a kind of a
virtuous cycle that really benefits all of our
customers.”
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Figure 4 - Users can search for almost anything; variables make it easy to customize queries

Figure 5 - Sophos XDR Firewall Antispam Log Data Lake Query
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Figure 6 - Sophos XDR users can detect and investigate across endpoint, server, firewall, email, and other
data sources

One of Sophos’s main goals is to offer an
intuitive user experience for both experienced
and less knowledgeable security operators,
but their ultimate vision is for Sophos XDR to
provide the basis for a “driverless” SOC.
“We plan to build interaction capabilities with
our own products as well as the third-party
solutions that come on board through our
Technology Alliance Program. We already
have playbooks to execute some automated
responses, and users can write playbooks
themselves for third-party solutions. We'll
also automate some of that playbook
creation through our AI.”
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Sophos has one of the largest XDR install bases
in the industry, which means that its adaptive
cybersecurity ecosystem is gaining an immense
amount of input to improve threat prevention,
detection and response.

Where response can’t be automated, Sophos
XDR offers a capability called Live Response,
which allows the operator to immediately
jump to action and respond to an incident in
real time.

Conclusion
Sophos has one of the largest XDR install
bases in the industry, which means that its
adaptive cybersecurity ecosystem is gaining
an immense amount of input to improve
threat prevention, detection and response.
The integration of third-party tools into this
native XDR solution is under way, with many
MSPs and competitors already participating.
“We've worked with the vendors on some of
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the integrations. In other cases, we simply
found out one day that the vendor has
integrated with us. We’re reaching out to
members of our Technology Alliances
Program to work on more of them, and our
current priority is companies that have
products that we don't have in our portfolio
and customers that have big IT data lakes,”
Schiappa shared.
“It's shaping up to be a really open, robust
ecosystem that is going to provide a wider
aperture and more visibility for our
customers. And as this collaborative
ecosystem grows, more and more vendors
and customers will want to join, turning the
Sophos adaptive cybersecurity ecosystem
into an increasingly comprehensive and
efficient cyber defensive apparatus.”

User Interfaces
at a glance
Features are king, but a software's UI can
streamline the work process or degrade the
end user's experience.
Taking into consideration the look and feel of
a product is an important aspect of the
decision-making process. This section
showcases XDR vendors' product vision and
illustrates the software experience they
deliver.
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Anomali Match is an intelligence-driven
XDR solution that helps organizations
identify and respond to threats in real-time
by automatically correlating all security
telemetry data against active threat
intelligence.
Recently added features include custom
dashboards, industry news monitoring,
enhanced STIX 2.0 support, and MITRE
ATT&CK v9.0 integration, which further
helps analysts to identify threats and take
steps to defend against them.
Match is available on-premises and via the
cloud, and can now be used by customers
that use the Anomali ThreatStream TIP and
by those that don't.
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Cybereason’s mission is to “reverse the adversary

data, and IT infrastructure. Cybereason XDR extends

advantage” by empowering Defenders with technology

security detection and response capabilities from the

and ingenuity to end cyber attacks. Why do adversaries

endpoint to the complete IT environment, including

have the advantage? For one, attackers are taking

workspace & identity, cloud infrastructure, and network

advantage of our increasingly dispersed workforce,

sources and tools.

This is accomplished through an
operation-centric approach, which focuses
on ending Malicious Operations (MalOps)
instead of generating individual alerts.
MalOps are visual attack stories that
automatically surface (1) root cause, (2)
affected users & assets, (3) attacker tools
& known C&C, (4) a timeline of events, and
(5) suggested response actions. This timesaving correlation and analysis slashes
alert fatigue & false positives, and upskills
analysts with innovations like Guided Response, which recommends actions based on best practices, Incident
Response learnings, and past workflows.

Unlike SIEM and log management
solutions, Cybereason XDR can be
deployed across a large-scale
environment of 100,000+ endpoints
and users in 72 hours. Cybereason
XDR can be used out-of-the-box to
respond to an active attack. If you’re
seeking to build security operations
with an approach focused on
Prevention and Response that
supports your existing IT & security
investments, consider XDR.
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Elastic Security unifies
SIEM and Endpoint
Security for XDR. With a
single agent for Linux,
Windows, and macOS
hosts, organizations can
block ransomware and
malware, stop advanced
threats, collect endpoint
data, perform ad-hoc
host inspection, and
remotely invoke response
actions (e.g., isolate an
infected host). Elastic
Security is built for speed and scale, and available free and open to organizations everywhere.

Elastic Security equips
the SOC with limitless
environmental visibility
and the power to analyze
years of data, appreciably
improving organizational
security posture.
Practitioners can quickly
search and correlate data
of any kind, whether in
the cloud or on-prem,
driving efficient threat
hunting, alert triage, and
investigation. Data is
presented on an interactive timeline that guides analysts to quickly comprehend the relationships between key
data points. From this unified view, practitioners can examine raw logs, annotate and pin key events, and prepare
findings for immediate escalation.
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FireEye XDR enables security analysts to
investigate breaches, identify the root cause, and
remediate attacks for organizations with products
in every major market category, including
Network Security, Endpoint Security, Email
Security, Cloud Security, Security Orchestration,
Automation and Response (SOAR), and Security
Information and Event Management (SIEM).
In addition to providing detection through FireEye
products, out-of-the-box integrations for
hundreds of third-party vendors is provided for
data aggregation and guided response actions.
This is all delivered via a native-built SaaS
architecture that is high-performant, scalable, and
removes operational burden from users.

FireEye XDR provides guided
investigation workflows, allowing
organizations to reduce the impact of
a security incident. This approach
improves analyst and SOC efficiency
by correlating disparate events from
multiple tools into actionable
investigations which provides
reduced organizational risk by
automating threat detection and
investigation, accelerating
response, and prioritizing the prevention of incidents.
This approach delivers high levels of detection efficacy and analytics, with incident response best practice
playbooks updated daily to reflect the changing global threat landscape. Ultimately, teams gain the ability to
prioritize analyst time and mitigate risk by addressing what is critical to their security operations.
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The NW Platform
Springboards view provides
analysts a consolidated
perspective on all threats
present in their environment
with a unified XDR data model
approach. Data is enriched with
context, analytics, and threat
intelligence and presented in
an easy-to-understand layout
that draws users attention to
relevant threats to take action
natively within the tool.

The NW Platform Detect
AI engine provides
cloud-powered
advanced user and
entity behavior analytics
(UEBA) on hundreds of
data points from log,
endpoint, and network
data in a true unified
XDR approach. This
unsupervised machinelearning technology
gives analysts a more robust arsenal for detecting anomalous behaviors and responding across their IT environment.
Analysts see behavior and anomalies grouped into relevant use-cases with aggregated risk scores and dynamic
feedback to show the most relevant threats to the business.
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Cortex XDR 3.0 extends deep
analytics-based detections
for cloud threats and attacks
that involve activity from
compromised accounts or
malicious insiders. Cortex
XDR leverages machine
learning to identify and
correlate activity from
multiple sources into attack
scenarios that optimize
analytics-based detections
and threat hunting.

Cortex XDR 3.0 enables security analysts to quickly evaluate threats across their entire
business, automating the early phase of investigation by leveraging machine learning to stitch
correlated activity and alerts into complete security incidents. The newly revamped incident
management UI provides unparalleled speed when scoping, investigating, and responding to
cyberattacks that span multiple users and assets.
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The Alert Triage Dashboard
allows users to view activity in
their environment and quickly
assess possible ongoing threats
of malicious activity. The Critical
Alerts Dashboard Panel displays
critical alerts by specified date
range. The MITRE ATT&CK
category of each critical alert is
indicated by the inline info bar.

Secureworks Taegis XDR
has a live chat support
feature. To bring it up,
select the chat button in
the lower right-hand
corner of Secureworks
Taegis XDR. The “Ask an
Expert” chat feature
provides real-time
collaboration to help with
an investigation or
recommend a response
when it matters most.
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Stellar Cyber’s Open XDR
Platform delivers an XDR Kill
Chain, fully compatible with the
MITRE ATT&CK framework,
presenting every aspect of
attacks while remaining intuitive
to understand. All Stellar Cyber
alert types are aligned to the
XDR Kill Chain out of the box.
The GUI dashboard is shaped
like a loop to help highlight the
severity of the breach and
indicate the earliest stages of a
breach.

The AI engine in the Stellar Cyber Open XDR Platform automatically groups
related alerts into incidents and prioritizes them in order of severity, so analysts
know exactly which incidents to target first. This automation reduces the
investigation effort from the number of alerts (hundreds) to the number of
incidents (tens of incidents) – an order-of-magnitude improvement in MTTD.
Automated playbooks can be triggered to drive a similar improvement in MTTR.
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Zero Trust Risk Insights
equips security teams with
the ability to continuously
monitor the security
posture of their
organization and
effectively prioritize critical
threats that require
attention.
It helps to proactively
identify risks such as those
that stem from a business’
devices or applications and
helps to seek out threats as a result of a spoofed identity that has infiltrated an organization’s perimeter. With the risk
score, organizations can track trending and compare to peer companies in the same industry or region.

The Workbench app
within Trend Micro Vision
One produces alerts
triggered by XDR
detection models that
correlate suspicious
activity across the
customer’s environment.
Within the workbench, a
security analyst gains a
view of the full attack story and can investigate through an in-depth root cause and impact analysis to
understand the scope and severity of the detection, along with the ability to take immediate action to
respond.
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Stellar Cyber Open
XDR: Making security
fun again
Endpoint detection and response (EDR) is a
crucial part of extended detection and
response (XDR), but XDR does not just mean
extended EDR – the “extended” part of the
label refers to extended coverage, visibility,
integration, analytic, detection, investigation
and response capabilities XDR solutions offer.

Zeljka Zorz, Managing Editor, Help Net Security
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XDR is a relatively new
product category, but the XDR
market segment is expanding
at a good pace.
For Stellar Cyber, one of the notable players
in the market, the “X” in their flagship
security operations platform Open XDR
stands for “everything”, as it can collect and
correlate data from the entire enterprise
infrastructure and every existing security
tool, and aims to protect the entire enterprise
attack surface: endpoints, network, cloud,
identity, applications, and email.

XDR promises to reshape security
operations
XDR is a relatively new product category, but
the XDR market segment is expanding at a
good pace.
Forrester analyst Allie Mellen has recently
pointed out that one of the reasons why XDR
is getting so much hype lately is because
“there is a yearning in the security
community for a solution that can provide
better outcomes than what they are using
today.”
Also, a recent survey conducted by the
Ponemon Institute has shown that working in
a security operations center (SOC) is often a
painful affair and that many SOC members
battle with burnout, overload and chaos.
Sam Jones, VP of product management at
Stellar Cyber, says he understands their
frustration; as a former SOC member, he
often spent his days connecting systems,
managing and manipulating data into the

same format, writing rules to discover threats,
and often realizing at the end of the day that
he had not done any actual “security.”
“Our Open XDR platform makes connecting
the systems simple, the data is automatically
normalized into an easy-to-understand
format, there's different alerts that come out
of the box so that you can focus on
investigating and doing real security work,
and you can quickly add your own context
into the system,” he notes.
“It's simply more fun to work in security
through a platform like this, because the low
impact, boring stuff you usually spend most
of your time on is automated, and you can
work alongside an AI that presents interesting
stories and pieces of data so that you can
respond and work with the system more
effectively.”

XDR needs a new cyber kill chain
To deliver the on the promises of XDR improved visibility (of the entire attack
surface), threat detection, investigation,
response, and overall SOC productivity and
effectiveness - Stellar Cyber found that
existing kill chains just didn't work. As a
result, they created the XDR Kill Chain, which
covers the complexity of modern attacks by
focusing on anomalous / suspicious behavior
as well as on attackers' TTPs, and works both
for human analysts and Open XDR’s
algorithms.
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Figure 1 - All Stellar Cyber alert types are aligned to the XDR Kill Chain out of the box. The GUI
dashboard is shaped like a loop to help highlight the severity of the breach and quickly
indicate the earliest stages of a breach

Based on MITRE ATT&CK, the XDR Kill Chain
is general enough for all detections and can
differentiate between internal and external
attacks, thus helping analysts know exactly
where to look to stop attackers.
Its loop design, which mimics hackers’
thinking and acting, prioritizes detections into
five phases - initial intrusions, persistent
foothold, exploration, propagation, and
exfiltration – that have been layered on top
of MITRE ATT&CK tactics.
“Attacks aren't linear, and the loop reflects
that: Exploration and propagation happen
over and over again, and that's how we
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characterize it so that we can detect it
accordingly,” Jones explains.
Alerts appear in the context of these five
phases and are prioritized, so analysts can
see attacks as they happen and respond to
the most emergent needs first.
Finally, the XDR Kill Chain also makes it easy
for users to add new tactics and techniques,
and allows (multi-)tagging, which makes it
easier to pinpoint new attack trends.

Stellar Cyber Open XDR
XDR solutions can be native or hybrid/open.

Stellar Cyber Open XDR: Making security fun again

Figure 2 - The AI engine in the Stellar Cyber Open XDR Platform automatically groups related alerts
from all data sources into incidents and prioritizes them in order of severity, so analysts
know exactly which incidents to target first

Figure 3 - Part of Stellar Cyber’s incident correlation analysis offers a timeline of events. The timeline
illustrates the threat that is propagating through your environment from initial attempt to the
exfiltration stage
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The former prioritize the use of the vendors'
own tools, while the latter focus on
integrations with third-party tools.
The Stellar Cyber Open XDR platform does
provide some native, out of the box
capabilities: network detection and response
(NDR), a next-gen SIEM, and a threat
intelligence platform that aggregates
multiple threat intelligence feeds and
distributes them to all deployments, whether
on-premises or in the cloud, to enrich data
for effective detection and response.
But, it is also designed with an open
architecture to integrate with all common
third-party security tools, to collect telemetry
from and respond through them.

sensors that can be deployed and used to
create visibility where it does not yet exist:
container sensors, deception sensors, cloud
connectors, log forwarders, and more.
“Open XDR is 'Everything Detection and
Response', but critical to that strategy is that
we don't do everything,” says Jones.
“We don't try to integrate with every IT tool,
just the best-of-breed, security-focused
tools. Our goal is to be the brains behind the
whole operation – our platform focuses on
the data, the AI that provides out of the box
detections, and on delivering automatically
correlated, context-based alerts that greatly
speed up attack detection (8X improvement
in MTTD) and response (20X improvement in
MTTR).”

And then there are also physical and virtual

Figure 4 - Stellar Cyber Open XDR collects from everything in your attack surface. This dashboard shows
all event classes, firewalls, network traffic, SaaS applications, user event data and event origins,
including integrated tools like EDRs
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That said, new tools can be easily added to
the integration suite.
Jones says that one of the reasons Open XDR
works so well is the data normalization
process, on which their team of engineers
concentrated from the very beginning.
“It's our number one engineering priority always has been and always will be. The
system needs to be purpose-built for data
normalization, because otherwise a lot of the
AI stuff doesn't work. We've invested a lot in
researching tools, figuring out the right data
model, and building infrastructure to make
adding new tools easy.”

Who’s it for?
The value proposition of Open XDR is easy to
understand: SOC analysts can see all the
data they need in the platform, and the AI
does the heavy lifting so that they can focus
on actual analysis and then respond directly
through the platform (when the integrated
tools allow).
They can investigate, make changes and take
external mitigation actions (or automate
them), create rules and playbooks (or simply
import some from templates and modify
them), review the output of AI, add context,
hunt for threats, and more.
The hundreds of integrations with third-party
security products are another great benefit of
using Open XDR, as enterprises and MSSPs
can continue to leverage existing investments.
“Stellar Cyber Open XDR is a great tool for
organizations that are overworked and

understaffed but need to improve protection
of their data and assets. It enables enterprise
security teams for success despite budget
constraints, as it maximizes the use of tools
they've already invested in and provides
many out of the box capabilities through one
platform (and one license),” Jones says.
“It also enables MSSPs to offer more valued
security services to SMBs, as it lowers the cost
to own and operate the platform. In effect, it
provides them with a fast, low-overhead path
to getting into the Managed SecOps business.”
They can manage their various tenants
straight from the same platform / instance
because the data is logically separated. And,
again, that’s just one license they must pay
for, which allows them to improve their profit
margin and scale their business revenue.
Still, there may be cases where customers
may require a separate installation, possibly
even on-premises – and that, too, can be
done.
“I’m happy to report that almost all of our
customers stay with us because they're
happy,” Jones says.
“I often interview customers: cybersecurity
executives, SOC analysts, and MSSP directors
of security that use Open XDR. The former tell
me that they have been detecting things they
previously weren't able to and protecting their
organizations against high-profile attacks. The
analysts are glad that they finally get to do
real security work. The MSSP executives are
delighted because they can provide a better
service, while simultaneously making more
money.”
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Choosing to go the XDR
route doesn't have to be a
time-consuming and
painful ordeal.

Figure 5 - Any Stellar Cyber alert can be validated easily by exposing the JSON metadata called
Interflow. The user can then take an action such as disable the user or send a message to the
firewall. Under the Response tab, the user can set up an automated playbook to replicate that
response for future alerts that match this condition

Conclusion
Choosing to go the XDR route doesn't have to
be a time-consuming and painful ordeal.
Setting up Open XDR is easy. Connections to
new tools are made via APIs, from a
dedicated tab of the platform's dashboard.
Sensors can also be deployed, upgraded, and
managed via the dashboard.
“Integral to our platform is that we're
shipping out of the box with different alert
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types for customers, and this is really just
about making it easy to get your security
program up and running without having to
tune your SIEM or write different rules over
the course of months or even a year,” Jones
adds.
Still, as they say, seeing is believing. If you
want to check whether Open XDR is the right
tool for your organization and can make your
analysts happier and more productive, a free
30-day trial option is available.

HOW DO I SELECT
AN XDR SOLUTION?
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How do I select an XDR solution

In these early days of the XDR market, products may be high
on promises, but light on delivery. To recognize the detection
efficacy and response efficiency promised by XDR, I
recommend the following tips:
What’s in the box? Many vendors promising XDR outcomes
are doing so based on an assumption that customers are
willing and able to integrate (and pay for) many other

Sam Adams,
VP of Detection & Response,
Rapid

technologies to access the complete telemetry set required to
have extended environment visibility. Endpoint agents, network
sensors, cloud hookups, user behavior, log ingestion are all
critical pieces of the XDR puzzle, so it's important to
understand what’s included and what you may be expected to
bring yourself. Too many integrations may start to negate the
consolidation and efficiency benefits of XDR.
Understand the detection philosophy. One of the most
anticipated outcomes of XDR for many teams is a promise to
end noisy alerts and deliver the high-fidelity detections often
recognized with EDR tools across the broader environment and
data set. However, it's important to understand exactly how
detections are curated and maintained. Detections based on
static IOCs, for example, go stale very quickly. Understanding
the methodology, threat intelligence, and diligence behind the
detection library will offer insight into its efficacy and
scalability. It’s important to understand the philosophy and
proof-of-concepts to experience detections firsthand, and look
at any third-party analysis or reviews to learn more.
Don’t forget the “R.” Too many products often gloss over the
“Response” element of XDR, assuming that with the right
detections in place the right actions will follow suit. This is not
the case. When a machine is breached, the last thing you want
is an analyst running around trying to figure out what to do
next. Good XDR requires a more prescriptive approach. This
begins with high-context, well-correlated investigations. How
do many disparate data sets converge into one cohesive
picture of an event? With the right context in place, analysts
must be primed for action. Well manicured playbooks,
embedded expert guidance, and one-touch automation can
help analysts at any level accelerate their response. This can
be the difference between a breach and a non-event.
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First thing to do is to make sure you will be able to operate and use
the solution. Most XDR solutions have been presented as a simpler
version of EDR plus SIEM and SOAR combos, but you still need people
to operate and use it. You’ll need someone to triage and respond to
alerts, not to mention all the work around managing deployed agents.
If you believe that’ll be a problem, better look for an MDR provider
instead.

Augusto Barros,
VP of Solutions,
Securonix

If you can run an XDR solution, it's time to look at what you want it to
cover. Coverage can be viewed in two dimensions: coverage of
technology environments (endpoints, cloud apps, data centers) and
threat coverage (ransomware, phishing, APTs, business fraud cases).
Most XDR solutions have a strong focus on traditional endpoints, such
as Windows workstations. But if you need to cover cloud apps that
your users can access from their own devices, including smartphones
and tablets, these endpoint-oriented solutions may not be adequate.
Instead, look for those capable of monitoring or ingesting telemetry
directly from those cloud apps and cloud providers. If you need to
protect business applications too, you are starting to move outside the
XDR comfort zone; better look for SIEM and UEBA solutions capable of
ingesting data from custom sources and work with custom detection
use cases.
The threat coverage is similar. Most XDR solutions have a strong focus
on the traditional “cybersecurity” threats, such as ransomware. Those
are the threats that affect any organization connected to the internet. If
those are the threats you need to detect and respond to, you are right
on target for XDR solutions. But if you also need to cover businessoriented threats, such as fraud scenarios or insider threat cases, you
need to look for more flexible XDR solutions, those where you can
develop custom detection logic and ingest data from business
applications too.
Finally, pay attention to your existing technology stack. Some vendors
only offer closed XDR suites, so you may need to replace what you
already have with the components that are part of that package. If you
have security solutions you want to keep, or if you want more
flexibility around the parts of your security architecture, better pick
“Open” XDR solutions that allow you to connect to third-party
solutions and leverage them to obtain telemetry and perform incident
response actions.
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Make sure it’s genuine.
Upgrading from EDR to XDR should provide (at least)
two key benefits: enhanced threat detection and
enhanced threat visibility. These are made possible by
a new generation of event correlation engines coupled
with the ability to collect incident data from endpoints
and from additional sources like network, email or

Bogdan Carlescu,
Director,
Product Management,
Bitdefender

Active Directory. Make sure solutions you evaluate tick
both boxes.
How significant is the upgrade effort?
Compared to EDR which is endpoint-exclusive, XDR is
more complex. For reducing the implementation risk
(important as XDR is still an emerging category) and a
shorter time to value, look for the solutions that offer
the flexibility to start small (for example with an
endpoint-only component) and gradually enhance
detection and visibility with additional telemetry.

With so many vendors and solutions in the market,
choosing the right security solution for your

Implementing everything at once could be challenging.
Tight integration versus flexibility.

business is not always an easy decision to make.
The new XDR is no exception, most organizations

Depending on whether additional sources of telemetry

are having difficulties in deciding which solution to

are part of the same vendor portfolio or not, an XDR is

choose or whether moving towards XDR makes

classified as “Native” or “Hybrid”. Native XDR relies on

sense for them at all.

the tight alignment of the vendor’s own portfolio and
stronger integration between the elements providing

In an April 2021 Forrester blog post, analyst Allie

telemetry. Hybrid XDR relies on integrations with third-

Mellen defined XDR as “the evolution of EDR, which

party vendors to collect non-endpoint telemetry and

optimizes threat detection, investigation, response,

execute response actions. The first is likely faster to

and hunting in real time. XDR unifies security-

purchase and to deploy while the latter offers the

relevant endpoint detections with telemetry from

flexibility suited for mature security teams.

security and business tools such as network
analysis and visibility (NAV), email security,

Overall value and effectiveness.

identity and access management, cloud security,
and more.”

There are not many XDR focused industry reports and
third-party evaluation tests yet. How can one evaluate

This definition offers important clues for

the effectiveness of an XDR solution? As XDR is an

organizations looking for the best suited XDR

evolution of EDR, industry analysts recommend

option. You should consider the following when

considering the EDR solution from which it evolved as

shopping for XDR:

an “indicator of value” when evaluating XDR options.
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A first step should be to think about goals – what do you want to
achieve? How will you leverage this cross-communication between
your devices to improve security operations efficiency and efficacy? If
you can't prevent or respond to attacks more effectively with XDR, then
you may need to go back and review other security processes first
before moving in that direction.
As with most security technologies or capabilities, after knowing what

Jonathan Couch,
SVP Strategy,
ThreatQuotient

you want to achieve, your next question should be "build or buy?"
Organizations must look at their current technology stack and security
monitoring capabilities. If you have the resources, the implementation
and additional monitoring required to take advantage of XDR, then
you're just looking for a technology solution. If you don't have the
resources, then you should consider a managed capability. Many MDR
(managed detection and response) companies are now offering XDR
services: they will install and maintain various security infrastructure
(perimeter, endpoint, proxies, DNS, etc.) and the ability to collect and
communicate between all of them. You may lose some of the
customization and control of doing it yourself, but it will most likely
cost less and create less of a distraction for your team.
Once you determine whether you are going to build an XDR capability
yourself or outsource it, you should review what "level" of XDR will
help to achieve your goals. XDR can be as simple as connecting
perimeter devices or your SIEM to an endpoint technology, or you can
have a very expansive implementation to cover proxies, DNS,
vulnerability management, identity management, and others. While it
seems like you would want to connect as many technologies as
possible together (and that may give you the greatest ability to take
advantage of the integrations), it can be difficult to manage all those
connection points and there should be reasoning behind "why"
devices are talking to each other.
The overall goal that I feel organizations should be looking at with
XDR is automation. If you can align integrations in your security stack
with automated processes to save your security analysts time, then
you will have achieved a very significant goal. Application of machine
learning to identify new attacks or leveraging XDR to respond to
complex attacks in your network is great, but that is also a much
higher maturity level and will take some time to properly leverage
within security operations.
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Leverage existing detection functionality: Each
component in your security stack has unique detection
elements – IoC detection, machine learning, behavioral
analytics—becoming more powerful when brought
together. Weak signals from silos become strong
signals in aggregate. Detection working together is
critical to XDR, so ensure the choice platform works with
your whole stack.

Al Huger,
SVP and GM,
Security Platform &
Response,
Cisco

Unify context for faster, more accurate responses:
Unifying insights from multiple security control points
provides a more accurate understanding of events,
progression, and steps needed to remediate the threat.
Unity isn’t the point – there is no XDR without native
response capabilities, preferably within just a click or
two. Response actions like isolating a host, deleting a
malicious email from all inboxes, or extracting
observable data need to be readily available. Your XDR
solution should have an easy way to create custom
response actions.
Automation and orchestration to reduce humanpowered tasks: You want an XDR that makes
automating repetitive security tasks easy, without
requiring a massive learning curve. Automating critical

Security teams face an expanding threat landscape

workflows frees teams across the full lifecycle, from

and an environment that is rife with friction -

discovering an alert to taking a response action quickly.

making security efficacy elusive. XDR promises to

Meaning, more time for critical tasks like threat hunting.

help security teams tackle the most pressing
security operations challenges. However, before

The power of a single investigative viewpoint: With

starting your XDR journey, below are 5 critical

telemetry unified from all detection and response

considerations.

elements, a single console is critical for direct
remediation, access to threat intelligence, and tools to

Coordinated telemetry: True XDR must bridge data

provide a unified view of an alert. With aggregated

and telemetry from the widest security control

information, your security team will execute threat

categories, data repositories, and threat intelligence

investigations at scale with greater efficiency, efficacy,

vendors to determine malicious intent probability.

reliability, and speed.

The goal must be a holistic network view, respective
activities on it, and anything happening on devices

Start your XDR journey with these 5 critical elements to

that come and go. Once achieved, speed of analysis

help guide your assessment while ensuring

is key.

achievement of measurable outcomes and ROI.
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When looking at all the tools used today for threat
detection and response, more than half of IT
professionals say modern SIEM software is one of their
most valuable tools. Nevertheless, when it comes to
selecting a solution it shouldn’t be a question of eitheror. SIEM and XDR are not exclusive.
While both SIEM and open XDR can share some use

Samantha Humphries,
Head of Security
Strategy EMEA,
Exabeam

cases, their design philosophy and core capabilities
make them different. SIEM technology anchors many
SOCs and IT security teams today, and the intelligence
of XDR not only can improve threat detection and
response, but can also help modernize, integrate, and
automate security operations processes.
IT security leaders should choose an XDR solution that
complements and can be easily integrated into their
security stack, alongside other solutions like SIEM and
EDR, that doesn’t force them to rip-and-replace
existing tools to centralize on a single vendor. What’s
more, effective XDRs must include prescriptive, threatcentric workflows. XDR solutions should provide fast
time to value and minimum configuration. Ultimately,
SOCs should be able to use XDRs to address
immediate concerns from start to finish.

Threat detection, investigation, and response (TDIR)
is a core component of modern security programs,
driving significant investment in tools to improve
visibility, efficacy, and efficiency. However, security
teams continue to struggle to detect and respond to
threats as quickly as they would like or need.
On average, security teams have 19 TDIR solutions.
Despite having impressive arsenals at their
disposal, common threats like phishing and
malware are regularly missed. Why? Security tools
often operate in silos and lack visibility or context
on what’s happening in other tools. An open XDR
solution, however, breaks down these silos enabling
a complete view of the attack story to deliver
detection, investigation, and response across all
data sources.
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While XDR has fast become a recognized approach, it’s
still a relatively new term in the industry causing a fair
bit of confusion. If you ask 10 people to define XDR,
you’ll get 11 different answers. It can be disconcerting
for CISOs responsible for providing threat detection,
investigation and response in their organizations. In
order to educate and spread awareness for XDR best
practices, a number of thought-leading vendors in
cybersecurity launched the XDR Alliance.
Its main mission is to foster an open approach to XDR
that enables organizations everywhere to protect
themselves against the growing number of
cyberattacks, breaches, and intrusions. Through
collaboration and prioritizing cooperation above
competition, the industry can collectively win the battle
against the adversaries.
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There’s a lot of interest in XDR / Open XDR these days, but there
are also a lot of products on the market and a lot of claims being
made about them. Here are five criteria you can apply to narrow
your search:
Consider your existing security infrastructure: If your company is
like most, you have probably collected a variety of different
security tools over the years, such as SIEM, UEBA, EDR, and so on.

Sam Jones,
VP,
Product Management,
Stellar Cyber

Typically, you will want to integrate an XDR solution that causes the
least disruption, requires the least data normalization, requires the
least training time and is the most cost-effective.
Minimizing disruption: If you choose an Open XDR solution, you
can preserve all or most of your existing tool investments. If you opt
for a “native” XDR solution from a single vendor, you’ll probably
have to abandon your existing investments in third-party tools and
replace them with solutions that are part of that vendor’s XDR
ecosystem.
Reducing data normalization: Look for an XDR solution that
automatically normalizes other tools’ data on ingestion. An XDR
solution is supposed to pull data from all of your security tools, but
different tools use different data formats. If your team has to
manually convert tools’ data formats to one your XDR solution can
process, they’ll spend a lot of time doing that instead of focusing on
security incidents.
Minimizing training: What skill sets does your analyst team have,
and how do they mesh with the XDR solution? You’ll want to get
your team up and running as quickly as possible, so you should opt
for an XDR solution that has an intuitive interface and that uses an
AI engine to handle grouping alerts into correlated incidents –
that’s the heavy lifting. Also, the XDR solution should have a strong
response capability so you can build playbooks to automatically
respond to conditions you set forth. These features will help you
have peace of mind so your team can focus on complex exploits.
Minimizing costs: Your staffing costs will be lower if you can
reduce training time and integration time. Look for an XDR solution
that has existing APIs to other parts of your security infrastructure
to minimize integration effort and is built for low- to mid-maturity
analysts, so you can hire from a broader pool of analysts.
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integrations. This is what ultimately delivers on an
important XDR promise: enabling SOC teams to move
seamlessly between the various tools thereby
improving time to remediation and reducing human
error.
Another out-of-the-box integration to look for is the
ability to take investigative, containment and

Rahul Kashyap,
VP/GM,
Awake Security

remediation actions in one tool that automatically
reflect in the others; for example, pulling endpoint
telemetry into the NDR tool or enabling one-click
device quarantine from the SIEM or NDR using an EDR
agent.
There are a few additional aspects customers should
consider as they evaluate XDR:
● First, ensure that the XDR solution provides coverage
across all infrastructure components, from the
traditional campus and data center to IoT and OT

Organizations looking to adopt XDR should
consider what is motivating their journey. If the
desire is to simply have a single vendor XDR
solution, the benefit is the proverbial “one-stop
shop.” However, this also means you have access to
a single threat research team and average efficacy
at best across the distinct aspects of XDR.
On the other hand, the appealing alternative to
many sophisticated customers is the notion of an
“XDR experience” or “open XDR.” In the latter case,

● Second, validate that the XDR strategy minimizes
visibility blind spots, and that the components
complement each other for a comprehensive
assessment of the organization’s attack surface.
● Finally, consider how the information from the XDR
solution will be consumed. This final mile of an XDR
solution can determine the success or failure of the
effort.
Some of the key questions to ask include:

customers would do well sourcing XDR

● How will threat hunting, digital forensics and incident

components—SIEM, EDR, NDR, etc.—from vendors

response responsibilities evolve in a post-XDR world?

that are leaders in their respective categories.

● Does the vendor(s) offer an MDR solution over and

The key benefit of this best-of-breed approach is
that it delivers the threat discovery and response
capabilities from a broader spectrum of the
industry—a more diverse set of eyes and ears on
the threat landscape. Moreover, customers adopting
open XDR should ensure they evaluate whether the
component platforms have deep workflow
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networks and cloud-based workloads and applications.

above the technology offering?
● Will such an MDR solution work well with existing
SOC personnel, whether internal or an incumbentMSSP?
● How will these service providers work together to
deliver timely and concrete actions for the organization
in order to minimize risk and reduce impact?
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company, correlate it, and analyze it in order to
condense a large amount of raw data into a smaller
number of precise details regarding probable
occurrences. The solution must include a substantial
number of attack vectors to allow you to discover more
active threats.
● Obviously, XDR wouldn’t be so efficient without
Extended Analysis. Every incident should be

Morten Kjaersgaard,
CEO,
Heimdal Security

(automatically!, through artificial intelligence
augmentation) investigated, and the solution must
provide accurate answers to questions like: Is this a real
threat? Is it a false positive? Can this be part of a more
complex threat?
● The next step is the Extended Response where, with
all the details and information collected from Detection
and Analysis, XDR solutions must be able to come up
with an efficient, swift and coordinated response that
perfectly fits the attack’s scope. A particularly important
aspect here is that the response provided by the XDR

XDR is a mandatory choice if you’re interested in

solution must help close those gaps that allowed the

ensuring top security for your company, whether

threat to reach the network in the first place, thus acting

you outsource it or opt for something developed

as a valuable prevention catalyst.

internally. The most important aspect is not to go
through thousands of alerts from multiple solutions

I strongly recommend looking for a solution that offers

manually but use a unified state-of-the-art system,

Detection, Analysis and Response in one platform, of

with all the necessary technologies in one place.

course, not separately.

It’s much easier and affordable to opt for an XDR

Other major-league aspects that can foster the

solution that can provide unified detection, analysis,

decision to acquire a certain XDR solution from the

response and remediation in real-time, offering an

multitude of options available today on the

enhanced (and simplified) overview of your

cybersecurity market are:

company’s cybersecurity state.

● The ability to gather and compare information across

How do you select the perfect XDR solution for your

different sources - endpoints, networks, emails, cloud

business? From my experience, you must consider

workloads.

the efficiency of the key elements that any good

● A consolidated, cohesive approach that provides

XDR software on the market must have - Extended

superb visibility and real-time alerting on phone or

Detection, Extended Analysis, and Extended

email in case of an infection or attack.

Response.

● Excellent threat intelligence and advanced machine
learning capabilities, allowing the solution to become

● For the Extended Detection part, XDR must be

more effective over time, with an admirable ROI.

able to gather information from across the
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Seek out services
The ability to upskill your team as security needs
change may be tied to volatile investments, and budget
changes can drastically impact your team’s ability to
scale quickly. The XDR platform provider you invest in
should offer a collection of services that can plug and
play into security programs - either directly, or through

Ed Martin,
Product Management
Director,
Secureworks

highly trained partners.
Keep a close eye on capabilities
Be sure the service wrappers offered by your XDR
provider include a full range of capabilities including:
tier one (reactive workflows), tier two (proactive threat
hunting), and Incident Response, and they should have
strong availability for your needs around the clock.
Decision makers should seek out high-quality service
options that include multiple methods of
communication such as in-context chat, serviced by

The immense volume of data involved in the
multitude of security solutions available to SecOps
teams today has put intense pressure on budgets

actual security practitioners to meet your needs at all
times.
Transparent and simple pricing

and affected decision-making. XDR, and its cloudnative approach, is proving to alleviate those

Many SIEM-based and data centre-based XDR

budget issues while improving visibility and

solutions use volume consumption pricing that can

connectivity across endpoint, network and cloud

discourage SecOps teams from sending more data.

data. So where should a team start? Here are four

According to Enterprise Strategy Group (ESG), 30% of

key considerations when investing in XDR:

IT/Cybersecurity professionals across multiple
industries surveyed feel that these tools are not as

Find an invested partner
First, look for a security partner who can
demonstrate and validate investment in the XDR
platform as part of their overall corporate and
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effective at identifying unknown threats. Limiting data
can result in missing important data when you need it.
Work with a partner that keeps pricing transparent,
simple, and straightforward.

product development strategy. There is a high-level

And an extra tip: be sure your data retention is properly

of technical and security competency required for

aligned with your organization’s risk profile. At least one

extensive data lakes and highly curated threat

year of threat data retention is recommended, to deal

intelligence. Seek out an established security

with the aforementioned issues and it will also allow

provider with a strong track record of service

leaders to make more data-informed budget decisions

availability and scalable systems.

in the future.
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XDR begins with endpoint security, in that it does detection and threat
response at the outer edges of the network. However, modern XDRs
also incorporate data from other sources, perform correlation and
generate analytics, and produce some level of automated threat
response. An XDR is a complex tool that should integrate within the
overall computing environment to meet threat analysis and response
requirements.

Saryu Nayyar,
CEO,
Gurucul

A cloud-native solution is rapidly becoming essential, as it scales well
and can provide coverage in real time across a wide range of
geographic regions and devices. A cloud XDR lets you produce real
time responses no matter what the level of data that is being
collected. And because we don’t have to provision new servers when
traffic grows, we can rapidly adapt to changing circumstances.
To select an XDR, you want a detailed analysis of your network to
determine your endpoints, what other data you can pull in for
correlation and analytics, and what level of automated response that
you’re looking for. Further, as we talk about real time analytics and
response, we need to define what you mean by real time. By
understanding the types of threats that you face, you can better
understand how much time you can spend in analysis and response.
As a part of the XDR evaluation, organizations also have to look at the
types and amounts of data they are collecting through existing
cybersecurity tools. If your prospective XDR can ingest data from a
variety of point solutions and correlate that data to determine the
true risk of threats, you will have high-fidelity alerts and far less
noise.
So you may need much more information on your network
environment, existing data collection efforts, your threats, and your
possible responses in order to fully understand what an XDR can do
for your cybersecurity efforts. Rather than going with the lowest cost
solution, or the simplest alternative, you have to make an informed
decision based on how the strengths and limitations of solutions
mesh with your network and your requirements.
That’s not a short or easy process. Be prepared to expend some time
and effort into fully understanding what you need and what the
alternatives offer. But you will ultimately be rewarded with a solution
that does what you need it to do, and when you need it.
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3. Centralized incident response capabilities or simply
embracing the dance between security and IT.
XDR provides a single console for multiple security
products (and services) that comprise a unified platform.
An XDR approach to your SecOps program will
shift processes and likely merge and encourage tighter
coordination between different functions like SOC

Naveen Palavalli,
VP of Products,
McAfee

analysts, hunters, incident responders and
IT administrators. For example, traditional EDR analysts
can now do threat hunting beyond the endpoint, such as
cloud apps and email.
The ideal XDR solution must provide enhanced detection
and response capabilities across endpoints, networks, and
cloud infrastructures. It needs to prioritize and predict
threats that matter BEFORE the attack and prescribe
necessary countermeasures allowing the organization to
proactively harden their environment.

A first step in assessing which XDR vendor is a right

In summation, no matter what the selling point is for

fit for your organization is to have a complete

“XDR,” there remains a few constants-security

picture of your security needs, gaps and

practitioners, specifically incident responders, need

architecture. This means understanding how their

reliable threat sensors, intelligence, and telemetry

application solution is delivered and how it will

sources to enhance their security program and security

integrate with your security architecture.

posture. So here are the keys your CISO needs when
selecting the right XDR vendor for your organization:

There are two XDR vendor camps to consider: one is
an open-XDR approach, which includes best-of-

● CISO teams should assess what are the current gaps in

breed solutions allowing you to determine the

their SOC solutions (if they have one). A recent ESG

depth at which integrations are required; the

survey found that the number one gap is cloud visibility.

second camp is solely proprietary, whereby an

● CISO teams should assess whether they want a build-

organization may need to rip and replace existing

your-own XDR platform that integrates with their current

security solutions in place of a single vendors’

investments or do they want a pre-integrated solution.

offering/solution.

This is the Open Vs Native track.
● They should assess whether they want to operate it
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Both camps call for the same baseline

themselves (depending on skills, resources, maturity) or

requirements:

if they want to consume XDR as a service.

1. Centralization of normalized data/harmonizing

The goal is to empower the SOC to do more with unified

security controls and data across all vectors.

visibility and control across endpoints, network, and cloud.

2. Correlation of security data and alerts into

For most organizations, XDR will be a journey, not

incidents or having actionable intelligence.

a destination.
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Above all, don't be distracted by the “small rocks” of bells and
whistles pointing to specific features. Keep these two “big rocks” in
mind when selecting an XDR solution:
Decide what kind of visibility you require into your environment. If
you're considering an XDR solution, you've already figured out that
your classic SIEM alone isn't going to provide you with the real-time
visibility you need today. How does a solution give you the highest-

Ben Smith,
Field CTO,
NetWitness

fidelity look into your environment? Look for multiple methods for
collecting data, above and beyond collecting logs – for example,
collecting network traffic, endpoint data, and IoT data. Don't be put off
by “too many” ingestion methods; even if you don't need everything
today, you will probably need it tomorrow. Find a solution with a track
record of past innovation, and room for future growth. And doublecheck to validate that all these capabilities are natively included in
the XDR solution, and not bundled from some third party. Bundles
almost always mean your XDR provider may not be in a position to
influence that third party's development plans.
Where that visibility is required is also important. Do you need that
visibility into your on-premise environment only? Are virtual, cloud
or IoT environments in the mix here as well? And what about where
the XDR solution is actually running - in the cloud, on-premise, or
some combination of these two? Look for solution providers who can
clearly supply the answers to these “what to ingest” and “where to
ingest” questions.
Keep the needs, and the natural limitations, of your analyst team
front and center at all times. If your XDR provider brings the world's
best technology to the table, but creates too much friction when your
SOC team is trying to do its job, you have wasted your money. Look
for an XDR provider who can demonstrate they have built an
interface, and accompanying workflows, which respects the reality
that your SOC is staffed by human beings. Human beings, especially
under the bright and harsh glare of a currently-underway incident,
are prone to making mistakes.
Your XDR solution should orchestrate and automate the remediation
path for your SOC team. Instead of an analyst having to remember
the dozen steps needed to work a phishing incident, provide those
steps in a runbook where each step is defined, timed, and escalated
as needed automatically.
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If your business is reliant on cloud services, ensure that
you have a cloud security solution that helps you
identify unexpected web services, identifies, and
corrects misconfigured policies and accounts, and
provides protection against key theft.
Inventory your endpoint security solution to ensure that
you are protected against ransomware and have the

Jim Waggoner,
VP,
Product Management,
FireEye

tools that will guide you to discover threats that have
made it through all your defenses and give you the
tools to restore your systems to a state of good health.
After the assessment is done for the deployed security,
do an inspection of the team who shoulders the
responsibility for identifying threats, updating controls,
and keeping the business running.
If they are spending their time on tactical responses,
look to offset the manual work by leveraging
automation of threat response using orchestration
across the entire system of events, alerts. Give them the
tools to filter through the influx of data using workflows
that guide their activities like investigations and data
manipulation.
Ensure that the solution enables them to get a holistic
view of the security landscape within your environment
and is balanced with enough insight from outside your

To select the right security solution for your

business to provide context of attacks that are

business you should follow the same steps used for

specifically targeted to your business.

all security purchases. First, complete a risk
assessment to determine if you deployed security

And finally, don’t feel the need to have to upgrade all at

controls and operations are accomplishing the task

once. Your XDR solution should grow as you grow.

at hand. If attacks are getting through your

Starting at whatever point will give you the best

defenses, then upgrades in security may be at risk

outcome. If you need an overlay on top of your existing

or be used to identify those gaps.

solutions, then choose a Security Operations console
that has intelligence and orchestration built in and

If your primary weakness is from email, then

brings the telemetry together with reduced complexity.

upgrade your messaging solutions or enhance

If you want tighter integration between protection and

them with additional email security that will

workflows look for a solution that natively integrates

identify, and block messages not captured by your

and works together to adapt to the attack surface.

existing solution.
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Santa Clara, Ca, USA

www.awakesecurity.com

Bitdefender delivers threat prevention,
detection, and response worldwide. With
investments in research and development,
Bitdefender Labs discovers 400 new
threats each minute and validates 30
billion threat queries daily. The company
has developed innovations in antimalware
software, IoT security, behavioral analytics,
and artificial intelligence and its
technology is licensed by more than 150
technology brands.

San Carlos, Ca, USA

www.checkpoint.com

Awake Security, an NDR security division of
Arista, is an advanced network detection
and response company. By combining
artificial intelligence with human expertise,
Awake models and hunts for both insider
and external attacker behaviors, while
providing autonomous triage and response
with full forensics across traditional, IoT and
cloud networks. The platform performs
deep data parsing including encrypted
traffic analysis.

Bucharest, Romania, EU

www.bitdefender.com

Check Point is a provider of cybersecurity
solutions to governments and corporate
enterprises globally. Its solutions protect
customers from 5th generation cyber-attacks
with a high catch rate of malware,
ransomware and other types of attacks. The
company offers multilevel security
architecture which defends enterprises’ cloud,
network and mobile device held information.
It provides one point of control security
management system and protects over
100,000 organizations of all sizes.
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San Jose, Ca, USA

www.cisco.com

Cisco is a computer networking company
whose hardware, software, and service offerings
are used to create the internet solutions that
make networks possible. Its engineers have led
the development of IP-based networking
technologies. This tradition of innovation
continues with products and solutions in the
company's core development areas of routing
and switching, as well as in advanced
technologies such as home networking, IP
telephony, optical networking, security, storage
area networking, and wireless technology.

Confluera is a computer and network
security startup and provider of cloud
cybersecurity detection and response. It
offers real-time sequencing of various
attack steps found in modern cyberattacks.
Its patented machine learning technology
automates the tedious and error-prone task
of correlating events, removes the
complexity of manual analysis of multiple
systems, and provides a high degree of
detection accuracy.

Sunnyvale, Ca, USA

www.crowdstrike.com
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Palo Alto, Ca, USA

www.confluera.com

CrowdStrike is a cybersecurity company
that provides cloud-delivered endpoint
protection. It offers unified antivirus,
endpoint detection and response, and a
24/7 managed hunting service-all
delivered via a single agent. It leverages
artificial intelligence and offers real-time
protection and visibility across the
enterprise, preventing attacks on endpoints
and workloads on or off the network.
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Boston, MA, USA
www.cybereason.com

Cynet offers threat detection and response.
It simplifies security by providing a
platform for detection, prevention and
automated response to threats with nearzero false positives, shortening the time
from detection to resolution and limiting
damage to an organization. It provides
findings with associated risks without a lot
of complexity and noise, so security teams
can prioritize and respond to what matters.

Waterloo, ON, USA

www.esentire.com

Cybereason provides attack protection that
unifies security from the endpoint, to the
enterprise, to everywhere the battle moves.
The Cybereason Defense Platform
combines detection and response (EDR and
XDR), next-gen anti-virus (NGAV), and
proactive threat hunting to deliver contextrich analysis of every element of a Malop
(malicious operation).

Boston, MA, USA

www.cynet.com

eSentire provides managed detection and
response, protecting the critical data and
applications of 1,000+ organizations in 70+
countries from known and unknown cyber
threats. The company's mission is to hunt,
investigate and stop cyber threats before they
disrupt businesses. It combines machine
learning XDR technology, 24/7 threat hunting,
and proven security operations, to mitigate
business risk, and enable security at scale.
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Foster City, CA, USA

www.exabeam.com

Exabeam enables security teams to use
analytics and automation to solve threat
detection, investigation, and response (TDIR),
from common security threats to the most
critical that are difficult to identify. The
Exabeam Security Operations Platform is a
cloud-delivered solution that leverages
machine learning and automation using a
prescriptive, outcomes-based approach to
TDIR. It is designed and built to help security
teams detect external threats, compromised
users and malicious adversaries, and
minimize false positives.

Fidelis Cybersecurity provides cyber defense
solutions, safeguards modern IT environments with
detection, deception, response, cloud security, and
compliance capabilities. It offers full visibility across
hybrid environments via dynamic cyber terrain
mapping and multi-faceted context and risk
assessment. These features help minimize
attackable surface areas, automate exposure
prevention, threat detection, and incident response,
and provide the context, accuracy, speed, and
portability security professionals need to find and
neutralize adversaries earlier in the attack lifecycle.

Sunnyvale, CA, USA

www.fortinet.com
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Bethesda, MD, USA

www.fidelissecurity.com

Fortinet secures enterprise, service
provider, and government organizations
around the world. It provides customers
with protection across the expanding attack
surface and the power to take on everincreasing performance requirements of
the borderless network-today and into the
future. It addresses the most critical security
challenges, whether in networked,
application, cloud, or mobile environments.
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El Segundo, CA, USA

www.gurucul.com

Gurucul helps organizations protect their assets
from insider threats and external cyberattacks,
both on-premises and in the cloud. Its Unified
Security and Risk Analytics technology delivers a
platform for all cyber risks: security, identity and
fraud. It leverages machine learning behavior
profiling with predictive risk-scoring algorithms to
predict, detect and prevent data breaches, fraud
and insider threats. It also reduces the attack
surface for accounts and eliminates unnecessary
access rights and privileges to increase data
protection.

Heimdal Security focuses on continuous
technological innovation. With the
realization that cybersecurity has become
a more and more complicated burden for
companies, especially as they become
larger, Heimdal solutions aim to block
cyber threats before they compromise
the system, strengthen security by
closing security holes abused in
cyberattacks, and protect financial data
and resources from cyber criminal.

Tel Aviv, Israel

www.hunters.ai

Bucharest, Romania, EU
www.heimdalsecurity.com

Hunters is a cybersecurity company that
combines data engineering, security expertise
and layers of automation to expedite decision
making, helping security teams become attackready. The company infuses how attackers think
and act into a platform that helps security
operations see and stop attacks at their root. It
enables companies to collect and automatically
correlate data from multiple security and IT
sources, unifying them into single threat
detection, investigation, and response platform.
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Santa Clara, CA, USA

www.kognos.io

Kognos is an autonomous XDR investigator
platform that detects, investigates, and responds to
attack campaigns. Founded on the principle that
attacker behavior is indicative of attack
methodology, attribution, and data for exfiltration,
the company leverages the power of relationships
using security aware AI to reduce dwell time by
tracing the attacker’s path in real-time.

LMNTRIX offers integrated, multidimensional threat detection / response
architecture that hunts down and eliminates
the advanced and unknown threats that
routinely bypass perimeter controls. The
company offers an integrated and multivector approach to cybersecurity which uses
a combination of advanced network and
endpoint threat detection, deceptions,
analytics, and threat intelligence, all of
which is complemented with proactive threat
hunting and response.

Milpitas, CA, USA

www.mandiant.com
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Orange, CA, USA

www.lmntrix.com

Mandiant is a cybersecurity company that
delivers a portfolio of solutions that help
customers continuously validate that their
people, processes, and technology will
protect the organization from cyber
threats. The company does this by
combining threat intelligence and frontline incident response data with
continuous security validation to deliver
solutions that increase security
effectiveness and reduce business risk.

Company directory

Santa Clara, CA, USA

www.mcafee.com

McAfee delivers an all-in-one security,
identity protection, and privacy service that
helps keep people safe-across activities,
devices, and locations through a personalized,
intelligent, and inclusive approach. It secures
home PCs, tablets, phones, and connected
devices with easy-to-use, practical solutions.
Its products also protect small businesses
against a wide array of threats, including
malware, spam, unauthorized network access,
and threats in the cloud.

Microsoft is a multinational technology corporation
which produces computer software, consumer
electronics, personal computers, and related
services. Its best known software products are the
Microsoft Windows line of operating systems, the
Microsoft Office suite, and the Internet Explorer
and Edge web browsers. Its hardware products are
the Xbox video game consoles and the Microsoft
Surface lineup of touchscreen personal computers.

Fort Lauderdale, FL, USA

www.netsurion.com

Redmond, WA, USA

www.microsoft.com

Netsurion is a managed security
service provider that converges
network management, threat
protection, and compliance readiness
for SMBs and service providers. Its
managed platform approach to
combining purpose-built technology
and a team of cybersecurity experts
gives customers and partners the
flexibility to adapt and grow while
maintaining a secure environment.
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Bedford, MA, USA

www.netwitness.com

Palo Alto Networks helps address
security challenges with continuous
innovation that leverages the latest
breakthroughs in artificial intelligence,
analytics, automation, and orchestration.
By delivering an integrated platform
and assisting a growing ecosystem of
partners, it protects many organizations
across clouds, networks, and mobile
devices.

Boston, MA, USA

www.rapid7.com
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NetWitness, an RSA Business, provides
comprehensive and scalable threat detection
and response capabilities for organizations
around the world. The NetWitness Platform
delivers complete visibility combined with
applied threat intelligence and user behavior
analytics to detect, prioritize, investigate threats,
and automate response. This enables security
analysts to be more efficient and stay ahead of
business-impacting threats.

Santa Clara, CA, USA

www.paloaltonetworks.com

Rapid7 offers security data and analytics
solutions. The visibility, analytics, and
automation delivered through their
Insight cloud simplifies the complex and
helps security teams reduce
vulnerabilities, monitor for malicious
behavior, investigate and shut down
attacks, and automate routine tasks.
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Red Piranha is a cybersecurity products and
services company with a global presence
servicing large and small clients and partners
across multiple industry sectors. The
company allows organizations to lower the
risk of a security incident, reduce time to
detect and respond to a threat and minimize
the cost of securing their business. The
company also offers a suite of security
consulting services to help customers get
secure and achieve compliance.

Melbourne, Victoria, Australia

www.redpiranha.net

ReliaQuest is a cybersecurity company that
delivers visibility and automation on
demand across complex environments with
a platform purpose-built to protect
organizations from security breaches. Its
cloud-native SaaS solution integrates and
improves an enterprise’s on premise and
multi-cloud technologies. By increasing
visibility through the platform’s proprietary
universal translator and use of automation
and artificial intelligence, the platform
enables automatic and continuous threat
detection, threat hunting, and remediation.

Atlanta, GA, USA

www.secureworks.com

Tampa, FL, USA

www.reliaquest.com

Secureworks enables customers and partners to
outpace and outmaneuver adversaries, so they can
adapt and respond to market forces to meet their
business needs. With a combination of cloudnative, SaaS security platform and intelligencedriven security solutions, it improves client's ability
to detect advanced threats, streamline and
collaborate on investigations, and automate the
right actions.
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Securonics is a cybersecurity company
that delivers a security analytics and
operations management platform for the
modern era of big data and advanced
cyber threats. It helps customers address
their insider threat, cyber threat, cloud
security, and application security
monitoring requirements. It delivers SIEM,
UEBA, XDR, SOAR, Security Data Lake,
NTA, and vertical-specific applications as a
SaaS solution with unlimited scalability
and no infrastructure cost.

Addison, TX, USA

www.securonix.com

SentinelOne delivers autonomous security for
the endpoint, datacenter and cloud
environments to help organizations secure their
assets. It unifies prevention, detection, response,
remediation and forensics in a single platform
powered by artificial intelligence. Organizations
can detect malicious behavior across multiple
vectors, eliminate threats with fully-automated
integrated response and adapt their defenses
against the most advanced cyberattacks.

Abingdon, UK

www.sophos.com
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Mountain View, CA, USA

www.sentinelone.com

Powered by threat intelligence, AI and
machine learning, Sophos delivers a broad
portfolio of products and services to secure
users, networks and endpoints against
ransomware, malware, exploits, phishing and
the wide range of other cyberattacks. It
provides a single integrated cloud-based
management console, Sophos Central - the
centerpiece of an adaptive cybersecurity
ecosystem that features a centralized data
lake that leverages a set of open APIs
available to customers, partners, developers,
and other cybersecurity vendors.
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Santa Clara, CA, USA

www.stellarcyber.ai

Stellar Cyber is a security operations platform
that provides threat detection and response
across the entire attack surface. It is an
investigation and automated response platform,
delivering a 360-degree view of your entire
attack surface with readily-available detections
delivered through pre-built, tightly-integrated
capabilities including NDR, CDR, NG SIEM,
UEBA, and Automated Threat Hunting. It helps
eliminate the data overload and tool fatigue
often cited by security analysts while reducing
operational costs.

ThreatQuotient aims to improve the efficiency and
effectiveness of security operations through a
threat-centric platform. By integrating an
organization’s existing processes and technologies
into a single security architecture, it accelerates
and simplifies investigations and collaboration
within and across teams and tools. Through
automation, prioritization and visualization, its
solutions reduce noise and highlight top priority
threats to provide focus and decision support for
limited resources.

Boston, MA, USA

www.threatstack.com

Reston, VA, USA

www.threatq.com

Threat Stack is a cybersecurity company that offers
cloud security and compliance for infrastructure
and applications, helping companies securely
leverage the business benefits of the cloud with
risk identification and real-time threat detection
across cloud workloads. With its platform it delivers
full stack security observability across the cloud
management console, host, container,
orchestration, managed containers, and serverless
layers.
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TierPoint is a data center service provider
of cloud, colocation, managed services and
DR. With 40 data centers in 20 U.S.
markets and local service, coast to coast,
its carrier-class, carrier-neutral facilities
provide uninterrupted access to host
clients' critical services. Each facility has
been SSAE 16 audited and provides
customized solutions.

Shibuya City, Tokyo, JAPAN

www.trendmicro.com

VMware is a cybersecurity company which
offers a variety of digital solutions that
powers apps, services and experiences which
enable organizations to optimize their
customer service and motivate employees.
The company's software spans app
modernization, cloud, networking and
security and digital workspace. The company
leverages technologies such as edge
computing, artificial intelligence, blockchain,
machine learning, Kubernetes and more.
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St. Louis, MO, USA

www.tierpoint.com

Trend Micro is a cybersecurity
company which enables resilience
for businesses, governments, and
consumers. Its connected solutions
are optimized for cloud workloads,
endpoints, email, IIoT, and networks
and deliver central visibility across
the enterprise, enabling to promptly
detect and respond to threats.

Palo Alto, CA, USA

www.vmware.com
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